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iPhone Games ProjectsApress, 2009
One look at the App Store will show you just how hot iPhone games have become. Games make up over 25 percent of all apps, and over 70 percent of the apps in the App Store's Most Popular category. Surprised? Of course not! We've all filled our iPhones with games, and many of us hope to develop the next best seller.
This book is a...
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Professional Microsoft IIS 8Wrox Press, 2012


	WINDOWS SERVER 2012 is the latest incarnation of Microsoft’s successful server platform. Included

	is a new version of IIS, now in its eighth incarnation.





	IIS 8.0 isn’t the revolutionary change in architecture that IIS 7.0 was. However it offers much new

	functionality, absorbing many of the standalone...
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Professional Linux ProgrammingPeer Information Inc, 2000
By tapping the strengths of the open-source movement, developers can  write custom Linux software without spending a dime on licensing fees. Aimed at  the experienced C/C++ programmer, Professional Linux Programming provides  a wide-ranging and hands-on guide to the different pieces of the puzzle that are  required to program successfully...
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Structured Query Language (SQL): a Practical IntroductionNCC Blackwell, 1994
Let's start from basics. What is a database? In very general terms, a database is a collection of related data. Notice the word related, this implies that the collection of letters on this page do not by themselves constitute a database. But if we think of them as a collection of letters arranged to form words, then they can be conceptualised as...
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10 Don'ts on Your Digital Devices: The Non-Techie's Survival Guide to Cyber Security and PrivacyApress, 2014

	In nontechnical language and engaging style, 10 Don’ts on Your Digital Devices explains to non-techie users of PCs and handheld devices exactly what to do and what not to do to protect their digital data from security and privacy threats at home, at work, and on the road. These include chronic threats such as malware and...
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Pro ASP.NET MVC 4Apress, 2012

	The ASP.NET MVC 4 Framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft’s ASP.NET web platform. It provides a high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful extensibility, combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET.


	ASP.NET MVC 4 contains a number of significant...
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Ajax For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Create Web applications that act like desktop ones
Brush up on JavaScript,® use free Ajax frameworks, and make your sites rock     

What if shoppers at your online store could fill their carts without waiting for multiple page refreshes? What if searches produced instant results on the same page?  With this book you won't have to...
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Amazon Web Services Made Simple: Learn how Amazon EC2, S3, SimpleDB and SQS Web Services enables you to reach business goals fasterEmereo Pty Ltd, 2008
Hundreds of thousands of customers have joined the Amazon Web Services™ community in order to build solutions for their businesses. The AWS cloud computing platform provides the flexibility to build your application, your way, regardless of your use case or industry. You can save time, money, and the difficulties of managing your own...
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Professional Access 2013 ProgrammingWrox Press, 2013

	Authoritative and comprehensive coverage for building Access 2013 Solutions 


	Access, the most popular database system in the world, just opened a new frontier in the Cloud. Access 2013 provides significant new features for building robust line-of-business solutions for web, client and integrated environments.  This book...
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MySQL Cookbook: Solutions for Database Developers and AdministratorsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		MySQL’s popularity has brought a flood of questions about how to solve specific problems, and that’s where this cookbook is essential. When you need quick solutions or techniques, this handy resource provides scores of short, focused pieces of code, hundreds of worked-out examples, and clear, concise explanations for...
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Getting Started with SQL Server 2014 AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2014

	Optimize your database server to be fast, efficient, and highly secure using the brand new features of SQL Server 2014


	About This Book

	
		Design your SQL Server 2014 infrastructure by combining both onpremise and WindowsAzurebased technology
	
		Implement the new InMemory OLTP database engine...
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Managing Worldwide Operations and Communications With Information TechnologyIGI Global, 2007
A data warehouse consists of a set of materialized views that contain derived data from several data sources. Materialized views are beneficial because they allow efficient retrieval of summary data. However, materialized views need to be refreshed periodically in order to avoid staleness. During a materialized view refresh only changes to the base...
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